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Abstract
Objectives The aim of this study was to examine the prevalence of workplace bullying in Germany while also taking the
perpetrator and severity level (measured by frequency) into account and considering the role of gender, age and socioeconomic status.
Methods We used data from a large representative sample (N = 4143) of employees in Germany subject to social security
contributions. Self-reported bullying was assessed for different combinations of perpetrators (co-workers, superiors) and
according to severity, i.e., being exposed at all and to severe bullying (at least weekly).
Results Prevalence estimates varied from 2.9% for severe bullying by co-workers to 17.1% for overall bullying (i.e., without
distinguishing by perpetrator, less severe bullying also included). Unskilled workers reported more bullying by both perpetrators than academics/managers. We also observed an age trend for severe bullying by superiors (i.e., bossing), with younger
employees being more affected from bossing than elder. No gender differences were detected.
Conclusions The findings indicate that it is crucial to consider type of perpetrator and severity of the behaviors when
examining the prevalence of workplace bullying. The way bullying is defined and operationalized strongly contributes to
the prevalence estimates. Differences between subgroups and associations or cause–effect relationships should be analyzed
with these variations in mind.
Keywords Bullying · S-MGA · Random sample · Workplace aggression · Harassment

Introduction
Workplace bullying has been found to be a serious risk factor
for a number of outcomes. These include negative effects on
the physical and mental health of the targets (Bonde et al.
2016; Harvey et al. 2017; Kivimaki et al. 2003; Nielsen et al.
2014; Rugulies et al. 2012; Verkuil et al. 2015) and negative
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repercussions for the companies in terms of reduced performance, more absenteeism, and increased turnover (Glambek et al. 2014; McTernan et al. 2013; Nabe-Nielsen et al.
2017; Nielsen et al. 2016). The social security system is also
affected as bullying is a risk factor for long-term sick leave,
unemployment or early-retirement due to inability to work
(Aagestad et al. 2014; Glambek et al. 2014).
A crucial starting point to adequately assess possible risks
and develop courses of actions and recommendations is to
achieve a sound knowledge about the extent of the bullying
phenomenon. Estimating the prevalence of bullying is, however, difficult as workplace bullying is neither defined nor
is operationalized in consistent ways (Kemp 2014). While
there is general agreement that bullying takes place if an
employee is persistently and repeatedly exposed to inappropriate treatment by one or more persons (Einarsen et al.
2011), the frequency of those treatments (i.e., the severity),
the type of perpetrator, and whether the intention of the perpetrator or the experience of being a victim are necessary
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features of the definition are still debated issues (Hershcovis
and Barling 2007).
Based on different understandings of the phenomenon,
studies used different scaling methods and different criteria for classifying those exposed to negative behaviors as
victims or non-victims of bullying (Conway et al. 2018;
Notelaers and Einarsen 2013). Accordingly, it is not surprising that prevalence estimates of workplace bullying differ
between studies and, owing to this, are difficult to compare
(Nielsen et al. 2010). For example, there are studies revealing a prevalence ranging from 1.4% in Great Britain (Hoel
et al. 2001) to 48% bullied employees in Turkey (Bilgel et al.
2006). Even within the same country, estimates may vary
considerably; for instance, in Germany the prevalence of
bullied persons ranged from 2.7% (Meschkutat et al. 2005)
to 10.8% (zur Mühlen et al. 2001).
Some researchers have already attempted to explain the
differences between prevalence estimates found in studies on
grounds of the heterogeneous definitions and operationalizations of bullying. In particular, a meta-analysis by Nielsen
et al. (2010) revealed that the prevalence estimates differed
depending on whether workplace bullying was measured
applying the self-labelling method or the behavioral experience method. For the self-labelling method, a single item is
used asking about the participant’s exposure to bullying with
a definition of bullying presented on beforehand, while the
behavioral experience method (e.g., Negative Acts Questionnaire, Einarsen and Raknes 1997) requires respondents to
rate their own exposure to a list of negative behaviors without these being explicitly referred to as instances of bullying.
Nielsen et al. found that the prevalence estimates were systematically lower when using the self-labelling method with
a definition (average prevalence 11.3%) than the behavioral
experience method (average prevalence 14.8%). In a few
cases the self-labelling method is used but where respondents were not presented to a definition of bullying before
reporting if they were bullied (Niedhammer et al. 2012).
With regard to the behavioral experience method, Leymann (1996) proposed to classify targets of bullying based
on three dimensions, that is the number, the frequency (i.e.,
severity) and the duration of the acts. Specifically, Leymann
established that a responded should be considered as target
of bullying if he/she reports at least one negative behavior
occurring once a week for at least 6 months. As mentioned
above, however, without an agreed definition of bullying,
each of the three dimensions (number, severity, and duration) was treated differently in studies of bullying (Zapf et al.
2011). Previous research has shown that the narrower the criteria, the lower the prevalence estimates of self-reported bullying (Zapf et al. 2011). For example, Nielsen et al. (2009)
showed that the range of prevalence estimates depended on
the number of negative acts (only one act: 14.3%; at least
two acts: 6.2%) and the severity (frequency of acts weekly:
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0.6%; now and then: 4.6%). Furthermore, a longer reference period (12 months or lifetime exposure) increases the
prevalence estimates of bullying (Schat et al. 2006). These
patterns were confirmed in a review of 87 European studies
(Zapf et al. 2011).
Nielsen at al. (2010) also showed that the prevalence estimates obtained in non-random samples (average prevalence
15.5%) are higher than those obtained in random samples
(average prevalence 9.3%) when the self-labelling method
with definition is used, while there are no differences when
applying the behavioral experience method (non-random
samples: 14.5%; random samples: 14.4%). Depending on
the applied method, prevalence estimates in specific occupational sectors may not be generalized to other working
populations. In addition, cultural differences may prevent
from generalizing the prevalence estimates from one country
to another. For example, the prevalence of bullying in Scandinavian countries seems to be systematically lower than in
other countries, both within and outside Europe (Einarsen
2000; Zapf et al. 2011).
Furthermore, the type of perpetrator of the bullying acts
is an important issue to consider when estimating the prevalence of bullying. There are usually more employees bullied
by superior (so-called bossing) than by co-workers (Zapf
et al. 2011), which results from the fact that the presence of
an imbalance of power between targets and perpetrators is
a central feature of bullying (Einarsen et al. 2003; Nielsen
et al. 2011). Most studies, however, do not distinguish
between sources of bullying, i.e., type of perpetrator. This
is unfortunate, because different types of perpetrator may
affect the targets dissimilarly. For example, a study demonstrated that employees bullied by superiors had a lower mental health than those bullied by colleagues and clients (Török
et al. 2016). In previous studies, to probe the source of bullying participants were asked who the perpetrator was after
participants labelled themselves as bullied (e. g. Mikkelsen
and Einarsen 2001; Salin 2001). In one study, separate questions were asked for each type of perpetrator, but only with
reference to ‘unpleasant situations’ and ‘aggression’ and not
explicitly to bullying (Hubert and van Veldhoven 2001).
The present study sets out to address these gaps by investigating the prevalence of self-reported bullying among
employees in Germany, taking both the source of bullying (co-workers, superiors, and without distinguishing by
source) and the temporal dimension into account. With
regard to the latter, we consider both the duration (i.e., how
long) and the repetition (i.e., how often) of the bullying acts,
being common elements in most definitions of bullying
when assessing severity (Einarsen et al. 2011). To date, no
studies have compared the prevalence of bossing and bullying by co-workers without the question about the source of
the mistreatment being filtered by a previous overall rating
of self-reported bullying.
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In addition, we aimed at investigating prevalence estimates in relation to age, gender and socio-economic status.
The influence of these factors on the prevalence of bullying
enacted by distinct types of perpetrator and regarding the
severity of bullying, i.e., its frequency, is poorly understood
in current research. Finally, studies on bullying prevalence
based on a nation-wide, random sample of employees in
Germany are lacking.

Materials and methods
Population
Data was taken from the Study on Mental Health at Work
(S-MGA), a nation-wide representative panel study with the
first assessment taking place in 2011/2012. This study was
initiated and funded by the Federal Institute of Occupational
Safety and Health (BAUA), in cooperation with the Institute
for Employment Research (IAB). S-MGA is the first study
to examine the prevalence of self-reported workplace bullying using a random sample of employees in Germany with
a face-to-face method of interviewing (computer-assisted
personal interviewing, CAPI).
The population consisted of all employees subjected to
social security contributions (without civil servants, selfemployed individuals and freelancers) on the reference date
of 31 December 2010. Using a two-stage cluster sampling
procedure, 206 municipalities in Germany were randomly
selected and then a gross sample of 13,590 addresses was
drawn from them. The municipalities were stratified by
region and population size.
Table 1  Distributions of gender,
age and occupational status for
employees, with and without
missing values
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The sample included in this study consisted of 4511
employees aged 31–60 years subject to social security contribution in the first wave of S-MGA in 2011/2012 (response
rate: 35.7%). The S-MGA study does only cover this age
range as the intention of the study was to select an age range
of the German adult population with high labor market participation. The design and sampling procedure of S-MGA
is described in more detail in Rose et al. (2017). Among
the 4511 participants, 4182 (92% of the total sample) were
employees. For the following analyses, we used all participants who were employees and did not have missing values for gender, age and the items used to measure bullying
(N = 4143, corresponding to 99% of the eligible population).
The distribution of gender, age and occupational status did
not change after excluding those participants with missing
values (Table 1).

Measures
Workplace bullying was assessed by the following four questions: (1) “Do you frequently feel unjustly criticized, hassled
or shown up in front of others by co-workers?” and (3) “Do
you frequently feel unjustly criticized, hassled or shown up
in front of others by superiors?”, with the response options
“yes” and “no”. Each of these two questions was followed
by the question: (2, 4) “And how often did it occur in the
last 6 months?” with the response options “daily”, “at least
once a week”, “at least once a month” and “less than once a
month”. Question (2) refers to co-workers and question (4)
to superiors.
Based on these four questions we created the following
six measures: bullying by co-workers and bossing, severe
bullying by co-workers and severe bossing, overall bullying

Employees
N
Gender
Men
Women
Age ( years)
31–40
41–50
51–60
Occupation
Unskilled workers
Skilled workers
Semi-professionals
Academics/managers
Total

Employees without missing values (analysis sample)
%

95% CI

N

%

95% CI

2092
2089

50
50

48–51
45–51

2068
2074

49
50

48–51
48–51

1131
1776
1273

27
42
30

25–28
40–44
29–31

1123
1762
1257

27
42
30

25–28
40–44
28–31

324
1983
1046
826
4182

8
47
25
20
100

7–9
46–49
24–26
19–21

320
1965
1038
819
4143

8
47
25
20
100

7–9
46–49
24–26
19–21

N = 4182
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and severe overall bullying. For identifying cases of severe
bullying, we applied the cutoff proposed by Leymann
(1996), that is, self-reported exposure to bullying once a
week for at least 6 months. Table 2 explains the classification
based on perpetrator and severity.
As one can see above—following Garthus-Niegel et al.
(2016), bullying was thus assessed using a hybrid approach
combining the behavioral experience and self-labelling
methods. Specifically, the S-MGA had a single item without
the global term “bullying” or a definition of the phenomenon
being included; instead, the S-MGA added two examples
of negative behaviors (i.e., “unjustly criticized”, “shown up
in front of others”—German: “zu Unrecht kritisiert”, “vor
anderen bloßgestellt”) and a specific type of self-labelling
kind of bullying (“hassled”—German: “schikaniert”).
Within the Gutenberg Health study, Garthus-Niegel and
colleagues showed that this scaling method had the same
predictive validity as the reporting of negative acts based on
the behavioral experience method. Thus, it is a kind of parsimonious method which also addresses aspects of subjective
experiences of being bullied by mentioning “to be hassled”.
For the present study, however, four changes were made
to the original question by Garthus-Niegel et al. (2016).
First, the sources of bullying were distinguished using different items for probing bullying perpetrated by superiors
or co-workers to consider the relational or power issue. This
enabled us to directly compare the prevalence estimates for
different perpetrators instead of calculating the prevalence
by source after an overall rating of bullying was provided by
the respondents. Second, participants’ reports of being bullied—questions (1) and (3)—were separated from frequency
of exposure using different questions—(2) and (4)—with different response categories. This allowed us to observe how
the prevalence estimates changed when applying a criterion

of frequency (i.e., severity) which matches the definitional
component “repeatedly”. Third, a time frame of 6 months
was integrated in the questions (2) and (4) to address the
temporal component “persistently” and the suggested duration of (Leymann 1996). Finally, the response categories of
questions (2) and (4) were changed from temporally vague
frequency categories (always, often, sometimes, seldom,
[almost] never) to more concrete labels as used by Leymann
(e.g., daily, weekly, monthly).
Gender, age and socio‑economic status
The computer-assisted personal interview included sociodemographic information on age, gender and occupation.
Socio-economic status was assessed by occupational level
inspired by Goldthorpe’s class theory (Goldthorpe 2000).
Occupations were manually coded according to the International Standard Classification of Occupations (ISCO 08)
and categorized into four groups on the basis of skill levels:
unskilled workers, skilled workers, semi-professionals, academics/managers (Hagen 2015). Managers were included in
the same group as professionals.

Statistical analysis
To investigate prevalence estimates of workplace bullying,
frequency analyses were carried out calculating confidence
intervals (95%) based on sample weights. The latter were
used to compensate for differences in the distribution of
characteristics among the participants and the population
(Schroder et al. 2015).
To examine differences by gender, age and socio-economic status, Chi-square tests were applied. All statistical
analyses were conducted using IBM SPSS Statistics 24.

Table 2  Classification of bullied employees based on perpetrator and severity
Perpetrator
Bullied by co-workers

Bossing

Overall bullying

Severity
Bullying
“Yes” to question (1)
“Yes” to question (3)
“Yes” to question (1) or (3)
“Yes” to either severe bullying by
“Yes” to question (3) and responding
Severe bullying “Yes” to question (1) and responding
co-workers or severe bossing or
“daily” or “at least once a week” to ques“daily” or “at least once a week” to quesboth
tion (4)
tion (2)
Question wordings:
(1) “Do you frequently feel unjustly criticized, hassled or shown up in front of others by co-workers?”
(2) “And how often did it occur in the last 6 months?”
(3) “Do you frequently feel unjustly criticized, hassled or shown up in front of others by superiors?”
(4) “And how often did it occur in the last 6 months?”
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Table 3  Prevalence estimates
of bullying, overall and by type
of perpetrator, and with and
without a criterion of severity

b

Bullying
Severe bullyingc
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Overall bullyinga

Bullied by co-workers

Bossing

%

95% CI

%

95% CI

%

95% CI

7.3
2.9

6.5–8.2
2.4–3.5

13.3
5.0

12.3–14.5
4.3–5.8

17.1
6.7

15.9–18.3
5.9–7.5

N = 4143

a

b
c

At least one type of perpetrator (superiors, co-workers)
At least once
At least weekly within the last 6 months

Table 4  Proportion of severe bullying by perpetrator

Not severely b ullieda
Severely bulliedb by superiors only
Severely bulliedb by co-workers only
Severely bulliedb by both
Total

%

95% CI

93.3
3.8
1.6
1.2
100

92.5–94.1
3.2–4.5
1.3–2.1
0.9–1.7

N = 4143
a

b

Not bullied or bullied less than weekly within the last 6 months
At least weekly within the last 6 months

Results
Prevalence of self‑reported bullying by perpetrators
and severity
When disregarding severity (i.e., not applying any criterion of frequency), the prevalence of overall bullying was
17.1% in our study (Table 3). Bullying by co-workers (7.3%)
occurred considerably less than bossing (13.3%). The prevalence estimates decreased by more than the half when applying a criterion of severity, for overall bullying (6.7%), for
bullying by co-workers (2.9%) and bossing (5.0%).

Table 5  Prevalence estimates
by perpetrators, severity and
gender
b

Bullying (both genders)
Men
Women
Severe bullyingc (both genders)
Men
Women

When no criterion of severity was applied, among all
employees who reported being bullied, 42% were bullied
by co-workers (7.3% out of 17.1%) and 77% were bullied
by superiors (13.3% out of 17.1%). The sum was larger
than 100% because of an overlap between bullying from the
two types of perpetrators. Table 4 shows the proportion of
non-severely bullied employees (93.3%), employees reporting severe bullying exclusively by superiors (3.8%) or coworkers (1.6%), and participants reporting severe bullying
by both perpetrators at the same time (1.2%). Among all
employees being severely bullied by one type of perpetrator,
the fraction of those reporting being bullied exclusively by
their co-workers was lower (55%; 1.6% out of 2.9%) than the
fraction of those reporting being bullied exclusively by their
superiors (76%; 3.8% out of 5.0%).

Prevalence of self‑reported bullying by gender
We found no gender difference for any combination of perpetrator type and severity (Table 5). Point estimates for
women were in all cases within the confidence intervals for
men. The higher prevalence of bossing and the lower prevalence of bullying when using a criterion of severity were
consistent among both men and women.

Overall bullyinga

Bullied by coworkers

Bossing

%

95% CI

%

95% CI

%

95% CI

7.3
7.0
7.7
2.9
2.8
3.0

6.5–8.2
5.9–8.3
6.5–9.0
2.4–3.5
2.1–3.6
2.3–3.9

13.3
13.4
13.3
5.0
5.0
5.0

12.2–14.5
11.8–15.0
11.8–14.9
4.3–5.8
4.1–6.1
4.1–6.1

17.1
16.7
17.4
6.7
6.6
6.7

15.9–18.3
15.1–18.5
15.7–19.2
5.9–7.5
5.5–7.8
5.7–8.0

N = 4143

a

b
c

At least one type of perpetrator (superiors, co-workers)
At least once
At least weekly within the last 6 months
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Prevalence of self‑reported bullying by age
When a severity criterion was not applied, there were no
significant differences between the three age groups for
both bullying by co-workers and bossing (Fig. 1). When
focusing on only severe bullying, older employees (51–60
years: 3.7%) reported significantly less bossing than their
younger counterparts (31–40 years: 6.2%; 41–50 years:
5.2%; χ 2 = 7.89, p = 0.032). Without distinguishing for
perpetrators, however, this difference was not statistically
significant, regardless of whether a criterion of severity
was used (p = 0.104) or not (p = 0.474).

Prevalence of self‑reported bullying
by socio‑economic status
The prevalence estimates of bullying were significantly
lower with higher socio-economic status (Fig. 2). This was
the case for both types of perpetrators and for bullying with
and without criterion of severity. The differences were more
pronounced for bossing (bullying: χ2 = 22.70, p < 0.001;
severe bullying: χ2 = 15.08, p = 0.004) than for bullying by
co-workers (bullying: χ2 = 11.65, p = 0.018; severe bullying:
χ2 = 7.23, p = 0.010). The already known trend (higher estimates for bossing than for bullying by co-workers and higher
estimates for bullying than severe bullying) remained.

Fig. 1  Prevalence estimates by perpetrator, severity and age. N = 4143. *At least once; †At least weekly within the last 6 months; ‡At least one
type of perpetrator (superiors, co-workers)

Fig. 2  Prevalence estimates by perpetrator, severity and socio-economic status. N = 4143. *At least once; †At least weekly within the
last 6 months; ‡At least one type of perpetrator (superiors, co-work-
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ers). Regarding severe bullying by co-workers, for reasons of data
protection the lower two and the upper two categories of socio-economic status were grouped
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Discussion
In the present study, we aimed at examining the prevalence
of self-reported workplace bullying in Germany according to the source of the mistreatment and severity. This
approach takes power relations and temporal issues into
account, both of which are central to the understanding of
bullying. Our results show that prevalence estimates differ
depending on these dimensions: indeed, bossing occurs
more frequently than bullying by co-workers and applying
a criterion of severity (i.e., being exposed at last weekly,
indicating severe bullying) reduces prevalence estimates
by more than half. While we did not find differences by
gender, we could observe an age difference, which was
significant when focusing on superiors as perpetrator and
applying a criterion of severity, with younger employees
suffering from severe bossing more than older employees.
In contrast, the impact of the socio-economic status—with
a lower status being associated with a higher prevalence
estimate of bullying—was significant regardless of type of
perpetrator and severity.
In the present study, we used a hybrid approach to
measure workplace bullying, combining the behavioral
experience and the self-labelling methods. This choice
was made in line with studies suggesting to combine the
two approaches, because while both have limitations, they
may complement each other in providing a more comprehensive information on bullying (Mikkelsen and Einarsen
2001; Nielsen et al. 2011). The measurement method we
used in the S-MGA was parsimonious, showing the same
predictive validity as the report of behavioral experiences
(Garthus-Niegel et al. 2016). Moreover, it included two
items from the Negative Acts Questionnaire (Einarsen and
Raknes 1997), one of the most common used inventory of
bullying behaviors, tapping both personal (“shown up in
front of others”) and work-related (“unjustly criticized”)
features of bullying (Einarsen et al. 2009). In addition,
the item used in this study contained one specific type of
self-labelling kind of bullying, namely “hassled” (German:
“schikaniert”; to harass someone through hindrances, to
annoy; Kunkel-Razum et al. 2003).

Prevalence of self‑reported bullying by perpetrators
and severity
Depending on how one considers type of perpetrator and
severity (i.e., frequency), prevalence estimates of selfreported bullying in Germany ranged from 2.9% (severe
bullying by co-workers) to 17.1% (no criterion of severity
and no distinction by source). With regard to the afore
mentioned 2.9%, the prevalence of workplace bullying in
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Germany lies between Scandinavian countries (mostly far
below 2%, e.g., Hauge et al. 2009; Nielsen et al. 2009) and
Ireland and the UK (5% and below, e.g., Einarsen et al.
2009; O’Connell et al. 2007).

Prevalence of self‑reported bullying by perpetrators
As argued by Hershcovis and Barling (2007), the relational
dimension (i.e., the relation between the perpetrator and
the target) is often missing in investigations of bulling. In
most studies, where this issue was addressed, respondents
were first asked if they felt bullied; if this was the case, the
respondents, where then asked who the perpetrator of the
bullying behaviors was. In contrast, in the S-MGA a different approach was used with specific items for each type
of perpetrator. This approach allowed for detailed information on severity on each type of bullying from co-workers
and bossing for those people who have been bullied by both
types of perpetrators.
There are almost twice as much employees reporting
being bullied by superiors than by co-workers. A similar
pattern was found in the review of Zapf et al. (2011), while
other studies in Germany and Ireland found an even distribution (Meschkutat et al. 2005; O’Connell et al. 2007). In
contrast, Scandinavian studies usually report significantly
less bossing compared to bullying by co-workers, which
might be explained by the presence, in these countries, of
less asymmetrical relationships among employees and their
superiors and more feminine values (Einarsen 2000; Ortega
et al. 2009).
Another finding of this study was that, if an employee
reported severe bullying by his/her co-workers, he/she was
more likely to also report severe bossing than the other way
round. This indicates that bossing is mostly a singular phenomenon, while employees being bullied by their co-workers are likely to be additionally bullied by their superiors.
Maybe there is a specific organizational climate that facilitates bullying behavior for co-workers and superiors, while
bossing alone is rather based on specific characteristics of
the superior and his or her management style. Assuming
that the burden of being exposed to bullying from different
perpetrators is higher, this group being bullied by both types
of perpetrators needs focused and near-time support.

Prevalence of self‑reported bullying by gender
We did not find any gender differences among bullied
employees, independent of the perpetrator or the severity.
This corresponds to the results of Zapf et al. (2011), who
found out that potentially higher prevalence estimates for
women only reflected the gender composition in the examined sample. Since our sample is representative for employees in Germany subject to social security contribution, the
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gender distribution was even and, as a result, also the prevalence estimates of bullying were evenly spread.
Another explanation for gender differences found in other
studies might be the industrial groups or organizations,
where the studies took place. In male-dominated industries,
women represent minority groups, which have been previously shown to be at higher risk of bullying (Hogh et al.
2011; Ortega et al. 2009).

Prevalence of self‑reported bullying by age
The prevalence of bossing seems to be more dependent on
age than bullying by co-workers, but only for severe bullying. Younger employees reported more severe bossing
than older employees, which is not in line with the results
of some studies from Scandinavia (Einarsen and Skogstad
1996; Lahelma et al. 2012; Oxenstierna et al. 2012) or Ireland (O’Connell et al. 2007), where older employees were
rather more affected by bullying. Previous studies in Germany revealed different results. While Garthus-Niegel et al.
(2016) found no significant association with age regarding
overall bullying—as we did—, Meschkutat et al. (2005)
reported a u-shaped age relation: the most affected group
consisted of participants aged below 25, followed by participants older than 54 years. Participants aged between 25
and 54 reported less bullying experience. Although we also
found higher estimates of prevalence for younger employees
as Meschkutat et al. (2005), the S-MGA did not include
people below 31 years. Thus, the age group with the highest
prevalence estimate in our study (31–40 years) was one of
the groups (25–34 years, 35–44 years) with lower prevalence estimate in the study of Meschkutat et al. (2005). It
would be of interest to know if a distinction by perpetrator
and by severity would reveal similar age patterns in those
other populations with older employees being less affected
by severe bossing.
As mentioned above, the existence of an imbalance of
power between the target and the perpetrator is often conceived as an important feature in the definition of bullying
(Einarsen et al. 2003). Younger employees usually have little
power, whereas the superior is probably not only older but
has also a longer seniority, which may result in a substantial power imbalance. From this point of view, our findings
make sense. Thus, it might be that experience in the labor
market rather than biological age is crucial for being bullied,
because both characteristics are closely related.

Prevalence of self‑reported bullying
by socio‑economic status
In our study we additionally found that the higher the socioeconomic status, the lesser the prevalence estimates of
self-reported bullying – regardless of the perpetrator or the
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severity. This in line with the results of Ortega et al. (2009),
who considered occupational status (unskilled workers,
skilled workers, salaried staff and public servants, managers/
supervisors) and found that unskilled workers reported more
bullying than employees in higher occupational categories.
The power issue might again explain why unskilled workers reported being bullied most frequently, while managers or academics reported the least frequent exposure. With
a lower socio-economic status, influence at work is lower
(Landsbergis et al. 2014; Moncada et al. 2010), a condition that, as mentioned above, is associated with a higher
risk of becoming a target of bullying (Einarsen et al. 2003;
Nielsen et al. 2011). This is substantiated by our result that
the impact of socio-economic status is stronger for bossing than for bullying by co-workers; an explanation for this
finding could be that, with a higher socio-economic status,
the power distance between superiors and subordinates
decreases.
Our findings regarding especially socio-economic status
might be explained by other individual characteristics such
as personality (Chapman et al. 2010). The influence of certain personality traits on the prevalence of bullying is less
investigated; S-MGA has not measured personality either.
As Nielsen and Knardahl (2015) showed in their longitudinal study, personality traits can be both, predictors and
outcomes of bullying, so our cross-sectional analyses for this
study would not have been suitable for investigating the role
of personality. Future longitudinal studies focusing on the
antecedents of bullying should take personality into account.

Strengths and limitations
Since bullying is not widespread among employees, studies
with small sample sizes have limited power when it comes
to investigating subgroups. On the contrary, the S-MGA
sample is large enough to provide reliable estimates of bullying prevalence by gender, age and socio-economic status. Next to the sample size, S-MGA is based on a random
sample which allows reliable estimations of bullying by
socio-demographic characteristics. In contrast, non-random
samples may have limitations when it comes to estimating
the prevalence of bullying of subgroups. Our results are,
however, not representative for employees younger than 31
and for employees who are not subjected to social security
contribution, because both were excluded given the sampling procedure. We do not know to what extent the prevalence estimates of workplace bullying within the excluded
subgroups would differ from the investigated sample; except
for those subgroups, however, the present sample can be
generalized to all employees in Germany.
In the present study, we have studied employees aged
31 years and above. It would have been of interest to know
the prevalence of bullying among people in the 20s, but as
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the S-MGA did only include older employees it was not
possible for us to do that.
In the S-MGA, the possible perpetrators were limited to
co-workers and superiors, while subordinates or other perpetrators such as clients, costumers, students, pupils or patients
were not considered. The share of employees reporting being
bullied by those perpetrators is usually relatively small, for
example 5% in a Danish population (Rugulies et al. 2012)
and 10% among all targets according to a review (Zapf et al.
2011). Still, future studies should consider adding further
items regarding other perpetrators to get a complete picture, especially if specific settings as schools or hospitals
are examined.
We could not consider personality as a predictor of bullying victimization as this was not included in the questionnaire. The literature has focused less on personality traits
than on external factors and in the few studies looking at
personality, the role thereof is unclear in the victimization
process.
Finally, the mode of data collection in the present study
might have influenced the prevalence estimates. While the
large majority of studies in the field used methods not involving an interviewer such as paper-and-pencil questionnaires
or online-assisted interviewing, we conducted personal
interviews. Thus, we cannot exclude that an underreporting
of bullying occurred due to the face-to-face interview setting employed (Feveile et al. 2007; Krumpal 2013). Unfortunately, we cannot predict the size of this possible bias, as
to our knowledge no studies on prevalence of bullying have
investigated the effect of mode of data collection.

Conclusions and implications
Using a hybrid measurement approach combining the selflabelling and the behavioral experience methods, in the
present study we provided different prevalence estimates of
self-reported bullying, ranging from 2.9 to 17.1% depending
of the source and severity (i.e., frequency of behaviors), in a
large representative sample of employees in Germany subject to social security contribution. The prevalence estimates
were higher when a stricter criterion was used (i.e., being
exposed at least weekly, corresponding to severe bullying)
and when the source of bullying were superiors instead of
co-workers. In line with the existing literature, we did not
find any gender differences in the prevalence of bullying.
We found, however, a deviating pattern with regards to
age. Specifically, the prevalence estimate of severe bossing
was higher for younger employees than for older employees, while bullying by co-workers was evenly distributed
between age groups. Hence, practical interventions against
bullying should focus particularly on leadership and support to younger employees at the beginning of their career.
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As lower socio-economic status increased the likelihood of
being bullied, interventions may also take this tendency into
account. For example, organizational changes like flattening
the hierarchies or increasing control might act as a protective factor.
From a methodological point of view, the role of different
perpetrators and the severity should be always considered in
studies on bullying. Our results indicate that the prevalence
of bullying should be examined for different combinations of
perpetrator and severity, to prevent over- or underestimating
bullying for specific groups (e.g., targets of severe bossing).
Finally, the variety of prevalence estimates is also important
when investigating possible causes or consequences of bullying. If only one combination of perpetrator and severity
is analyzed, it might be that relevant associations remain
hidden.
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Appendix
Original items (response categories in parentheses):
(1) “Fühlen Sie sich durch Kollegen häufig zu Unrecht
kritisiert, schikaniert oder vor anderen bloßgestellt?” (ja,
nein).
(2) “Und wie häufig kam dies in den letzten 6 Monaten
vor? War das…?” (täglich, mindestens einmal pro Woche,
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mindestens einmal pro Monat, seltener als einmal im
Monat).
(3) “Nun zu Ihren Vorgesetzten. Fühlen Sie sich durch
Vorgesetzte häufig zu Unrecht kritisiert, schikaniert oder vor
anderen bloßgestellt?” (ja, nein).
(4) “Und wie häufig kam dies in den letzten 6 Monaten
vor? War das…?” (täglich, mindestens einmal pro Woche,
mindestens einmal pro Monat, seltener als einmal im
Monat).
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